Levinson's theorem. Three-particle scattering.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses certain "anomalous" properties associated with nonlocal two-body potentials. The term "anomalous" is used here in the specific and limited sense that these properties are not possible in the case of sufficiently regular local potentials; it is not intended to cast any aspersion on the physical character or usefulness of any potential which exhibits them. Our concern will be directed primarily to separable potentials (though other nonlocal potentials may also share these properties) because they are more easily discussed and because they are being extensively employed to describe two-particle interactions in few-and many-body problems.
In a recent series of papers, Arnold, Bagchi, Krause, and Mulligan' have presented an elegant discussion of the behavior of solutions of the radial Schrodinger equation with a nonlocal twobody potential. These authors discussed a longknown anomaly (continuum bound states) and also discuss at length another anomaly known as a "spurious state. " On the basis of their results they also propose a new definition of "absolute phase shift" differing from previously proposed definitions. The logic of their arguments for this change stems from certain mathematical considerations. We respectfully suggest from our examination that the proposed redefinition has little in the way of physics to recommend it, and that on the basis of Levinson's theorem and ity associated with causality, the benefits are at best questionable.
We also discuss briefly another anomaly which we discovered quite accidentally, ' though its existence had been noted earlier, ' namely, anomalous negative energy bound states with peculiar asymptotic behavior. On the basis of our calculations we discuss some questions concerning physical "ob- r, u(r) , and the form of the Schr5dinger equation will then be (units: 2m/5' = l) with E the energy eigenvalue. For a local and for a separable potential we have respectively U(~, r' ) = 6(~r ' ) U(r)-, U(x, x') = Xg(r)g(r') .
In momentum space we represent the transform of u(t') by v(q), of g(r) by h(q), and of U(r, r') by Qc 1979 The American Physical Society 419 V(q, q'); the transformation equations are u(r) ™A. e "" (&&'= -Zs), (10) 
u(r)= v(q), g(r) = k(q), U(r, r') = p(q, q'), q-r, q'-r'. For the present case, the impulse approximation to the elastic scattering amplitude is (18) h(q) =q'(q'+n, ') ' -cq'(q'+n, ') ', (19) In Fig. 1 is plotted the imaginary part of the forward elastic scattering amplitude in impulse approximation for the CBS and spurious state cases. Also shown is the on-energy-shell impulse approximation (OEA) with n, =20.0A ', n, =40.0A ', and having a CBS at q, =100.0A ', and the second with a momentum space form factor There would be great physical motivation if the projectile-target interactions used in the present calculation mimicked some interaction found in nature. However, the purpose of the calculation being to explore the differences between the effects of incorporating a CBS and a spurious state in a three-body situation, the values for the potential parameters in Eqs. (19) and (20) were chosen to make very obvious the differences be-
for our example. Likewise, both the real and imaginary parts of v(q') are smoothly varying at q'
As seen in Fig. I , the spurious state amplitude shows no special structure while the CBS amplitude shows a pronounced structure at q~= 208 A '.
The location of this peak and its association with the CBS may be understood as follows. For the CBS, a pole occurs in Re~(q') at q' = q, '. In addition, the target-core wave functions peak at q", 
Thus the condition on the potential parameters for a CBS to exist takes the form o = AB'= (kR)'/(2vn) = (2')', n =1, 2, 3, ... , (All) 1-hk '(kR -sinkR) =0, Another case of interest is that in which one has the same potential (A14) but now with R =R' & a.
In this case again with k = 2'/R and AR' = (2nn)'
there are now two linearly independent CBS's. For one of thesẽ
